WGP 2019 【Weiss Schwarz Shop & Regional Qualifier Tournament】

Eligibility

Deck &
Cards

Tournament
Regulation

☆All players with citizenship/permanent resident visa or student/work visa may participate to their Regional
qualifier. (ID check might be requested for top 8 players)
☆There is no age limit to participate in this tournament.
☆Only one participation per person is allowed to the WGP Regional Qualifier.
A player caught participating in multiple qualifiers will be disqualified.
☆All Japanese version cards officially released in your region and distributed before the tournament date can be
used. WS title restriction may be different depending of your region, please check your official Distributor
announcement for details.
☆Cards released on the tournament day cannot be used.
☆It is mandatory to register the deck (submit the deck list) upon tournament registration.
Discrepancies between the deck list and actual deck used in the tournament may result in a penalty.
☆A player must use the same deck throughout a tournament. No switching of cards is permitted in between games
within a tournament, except for the situations specified in the Sideboard Ruling.
☆Players are required to use opaque card sleeves so that the back of cards cannot be easily distinguished. Sleeves
used within each deck have to be of the same design.
☆Please also refer to the latest Japanese version tournament rules at :
デッキ構築ルール（http://ws-tcg.com/rules/deck_rule/）
ヴァイスシュヴァルツ 総合ルール （http://ws-tcg.com/rules/WS_rule.pdf）
☆Individual, Neo Standard
☆Tournament structure may different depending of your region,
announcement will be made at each tournament venue.
☆1 match 30 mins
☆Round Time-up:
■Until Top 16: time-up is counted as a loss for both parties.
Judge can decide to give extra time in case of loss time during a round.
■Top 16→Top 4: Winner is designated according to the following rules:
1. Player with the higher "level" will lose the game.
2. If a winner cannot be designated by method 1. the player with the higher "clock" will lose.
3. If a winner still cannot be designated by method 2. both players resume their play until a change in "clock" or
"level" occurs. Then back to check from method 1.
■From Top 4: no time limit
■In case both players lose the game at the same time, the player who has the turn will lose.
☆ WGP Qualifier Participation PR Card (1 out of 11 designs, some Cards may not be available because of license issues)
+ and additional Participation PR Card, and a Gold stamped version for side event tournament winners.

Participation
Prize

☆Top 4 winning players of each Qualifier will receive the WGP 2019 Qualifier Champion Certificate.
☆Best 3 Players of each qualifier will receive an exclusive Weiss Schwarz winner’s Playmat,
And the Champion will be invited to participate to the WGP 2019 Finals in Tokyo Japan, scheduled on January 2020.

Top Prize

Bushiroad will provide travel and accommodation expenses for the trip to Tokyo.
In case the winner is underaged, an adult (family or guardian) must attend him/her during the trip. Bushiroad will
pay for one attendee expenses (flight ticket and accommodation).

Things to
Bring

☆Please bring your ID to the venue.
☆Please always bring your own writing materials such as a ballpoint pen.
☆Player must complete the Deck Registration Form and submit the deck list during registration.

